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OverviewOverview

Introduce case study (to give context)

What is sustainable product development?

Defining the scope of the SPD framework

Review of scenario-building techniques

Introducing the SPD framework

Next steps: how will it be applied?



Introducing LoadriteIntroducing Loadrite®®

Loadrite is an onboard weighing scale for 
heavy lifting machinery, e.g. front-end 
loaders, excavators and forklifts.





Sustainable DevelopmentSustainable Development

“Sustainable development is development 
that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs.”
(WCED, 1987, p. 43) 

Most widely accepted general definition



Sustainable Product Sustainable Product 
Development (1)Development (1)

If we try to operationalize the Brundtland 
definition directly we might write:

“A sustainable product is one that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs.”



Sustainable Product Sustainable Product 
Development (2)Development (2)

Sustainable product development requires that 
“industries take environmental and social 
concerns as a key element in their long-term 
product innovation strategy. This implies that 
companies incorporate environmental and 
social factors into product development 
throughout the life cycle of the product, 
throughout the supply chain, and with respect 
to their socio-economic surroundings” (Crul 
and Diehl, 2006, p. 16)



Sustainable Product Sustainable Product 
Development (3)Development (3)

“A sustainable product is one that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs.”

All products require materials and energy
∴ all products impact the environment

All products require labour (human or 
machine) ∴ all products impact society



Sustainable Product Sustainable Product 
Development (4)Development (4)

The answer to questions like “is a Hummer 
sustainable?” will always be “it depends”

If there were only 1000 people on Earth, 
there might be no problem with Hummers

But what if there are 6.7 billion people who 
all want to drive a Hummer and all want to 
live in high rise apartment blocks?  Do we 
have enough oil, steel, cement, …?



Sustainable Product Sustainable Product 
Development (5)Development (5)

The goal of sustainable product 
development is not “to develop a 
sustainable product”

Rather, it is to help ensure that the net effect 
of all products and services used by a 
society do not detriment that society’s 
sustainable development



Innovation for SPDInnovation for SPD
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Questioning SDQuestioning SD

What is to be sustained?

Sustained for how long?

Why sustain it?

How should we sustain it?

Sustained for whom?

Sustained by whom?

Sustained at what cost?

What is to be developed?

Define the space and 
time dimensions of SD



What is to be Sustained?What is to be Sustained?

What is our system of interest?  Are we 
trying to sustain a business, the global 
economy, or a certain ecosystem?

For SPD, a business seems a logical focus

The business’ boundaries will change (staff 
turnover, business sale or acquisition, etc.)

But a business must always meet some kind 
of social need ∴ focus on products/services



Sustained for How Long?Sustained for How Long?

Ideal: Consistent with time horizons of 
systems critical to the business’ survival

E.g., global economic system, global climatic 
system, etc.

Reality: Timeframes of centuries, millennia, 
etc. will be a stretch for most businesses 
which typically plan for ≤5 years



Setting Time Horizons (1)Setting Time Horizons (1)

But longer-term thinking can be embedded 
into present day decision making

E.g., the IPCC’s work (among other things) 
has led to the creation of carbon markets in 
some countries which translate a longer 
term risk into a present day cost

If this can be promoted for other mid- to 
long-term risks, a business’ planning 
horizon can be shorter



Setting Time Horizons (2)Setting Time Horizons (2)

This framework uses ~20 years because:

Approx. length of one human generation

Sufficient time for function innovation

Most products will undergo several major 
redesigns over this period

Over longer timeframes, almost anything is 
possible ∴ maps would be too complex



ScenarioScenario--Building MethodsBuilding Methods

There are many different methods, notably:

The expert method

The standardised scenarios method

The critical uncertainties (or double 
variable) method

I will introduce one more: Scenario Network 
Mapping (SNM)



The Expert MethodThe Expert Method

Popularised by Royal Dutch/Shell Group

Uses skilled experts to identify key factors 
that are important to the future of an entity

Ranks these factors by certainty and impact 
(the least certain and highest impact factors 
being the most important for scenarios)

Then constructs a range of internally 
consistent scenarios



Standardised ScenariosStandardised Scenarios

Applies a selection of standard scenarios to 
an entity 

E.g., continued growth, collapse, steady 
state and transformation



Critical UncertaintiesCritical Uncertainties

Typically identifies two variables that are 
both critical to the future of the entity and 
uncertain

Uses two extreme values for each variable 
(e.g., small change vs. large change) to 
create four scenarios

1 2

3 4



ChallengesChallenges

Are there “experts” on the future?
In a review of 1556 technological forecasts that 
were made publicly by Americans between 
1890 and 1940, Wise (1976) found that > half 
were wrong and experts were not significantly 
better at predicting the future than non-experts

Expert method time consuming and costly

Other techniques help people see multiple 
possible futures, but they are not detailed



Scenario Network MappingScenario Network Mapping

SNM uses a group of 10 to 20 stakeholders 
to build the maps

Stakeholders are important because:
(1) they hold relevant knowledge; and
(2) they have they ability to shape the future 
of the entity being studied.

The output looks more like a roadmap than 
a postcard from the future



E.g. of SNM: Iraq WarE.g. of SNM: Iraq War

Source: List, 2007



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model

Let’s start with a simple example

An electric kettle



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



MidcastingMidcasting
List’s (2005) technique uses the anagram FARTHINGS:
F = financial, economic
A = artistic, cultural, imaginative
R = religious, moral, ethical
T = technological, mechanical, electronic
H = health, biological
I = information, communication, media
N = natural, macro-environmental
G = governmental, political, legal
S = social – anything to do with people in groups.



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



SPD ModelSPD Model



E.g. E.g. EcodesignEcodesign  TechniquesTechniques

Using non-hazardous materials

Improving energy efficiency during use

Designing a product for disassembly and 
recycling



SPD ModelSPD Model



Next Steps: Case StudyNext Steps: Case Study





Next Steps: Case StudyNext Steps: Case Study

First study “the futures of construction and mining 
equipment in the world up to 2030”

Then study “the futures of productivity systems 
for construction and mining equipment in the 
world up to 2030”

Loaders Excavators and
shovels

Mobile crushers
and conveyors

Scrapers, dozers
and graders

Off-highway
trucks
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Thank you!Thank you!  

Any questions?Any questions?
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